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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The plasticity, damage, and failure of a ductile material are highly dependent on
the structure of the material and the manner in which it is loaded. Understanding the
effects of the various factors associated with ductile failure is critical for predicting the
behavior of a component under varying loading scenarios. The effect of dynamic loading
is becoming increasingly important to understand as the need for lighter and more
efficient, yet safe vehicles continues to grow. Linking the microstructural and mechanical
properties requires both accurate experimentation and physics-based internal state
variable modeling. The necessary experimentation consists of acquiring stress-strain data
under differing stress states and strain rates as well as microstructural analysis needed to
characterize the effect of loading the on the evolution of the structure so that structureproperty relationships can be established. The internal state variable modeling consists of
capturing the history effects of the material and the ability to predict the effects on the
microstructure of various loading scenarios. The purpose of this work is the generation of
a new paradigm for evaluating high rate phenomena by introducing the quantification of
damage evolution of various materials with differing microstructural alloys. By
employing testing and validation at varying strain rates and stress states, the robustness of
the methodology will be verified.
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Chapter II presents a brief introduction to the modeling methodology
implemented in the remainder of the work. The links between microstructural properties
and mechanical properties are established. An explanation of the internal state variables
used in the subsequent modeling is given.
Chapter III presents experimental results related to the effects of loading
orientation on a wrought magnesium alloy. AZ31B was tested in compression in the
rolling, transverse, and normal directions under quasi-static and high strain rate
conditions. The resulting mechanical response was found to be highly dependent on the
loading orientation and the role of twinning and dislocation slip is discussed as an
explanation. Pertinent microstructural properties were quantified for future
implementation into a material model.
Chapter IV presents the results of a comprehensive study of the stress state and
strain rate effects on the plasticity, damage evolution, and fracture of three aluminum
alloys produces by three different forming methods. Each material was systematically
tested under tension, torsion, and compression at quasi-static and high strain rates and the
damage nucleation site evolution was tracked for each scenario providing a complete
characterization of the stress state and strain rate effects for each material. The test data
was then used to determine the modeling constants for implementation in the internal
state variable
Chapter V presents experimental and three-dimensional dynamic modeling results
of a comparison of different methods currently in use to obtain high strain rate tensile and
torsion/shear data. Aluminum alloy 6061 was used for the study and excellent agreement

2

between the experimental data and simulation results were obtained. The effect of the
stress state on the fracture of the alloy was also investigated.
Lastly, Chapter VI summarizes the results of the work performed in this research
and also presents recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER II
MICROSTRUCTURE - MECHANICAL PROPERTY MODEL

Microstructural features and loading history often have a profound effect on the
performance and failure of structural components. The material being used, the forming
processes, environment in which it is used, and loading conditions can greatly affect the
relevance of the features such as voids, cracks, and particles. Traditionally simple failure
criteria such as von Mises or Tresca equivalent stress have been used to design
components, but safe and efficient designs are not always achieved. Without including
the effect of microstructural properties and loading histories, inadequate and wasteful
designs can result.
Internal state variable (ISV) evolution equations formulated at the macroscale
level are an effective way to capture the structure-property relations and history effects of
a material. Using ISVs to represent smaller scale microstructural constituents allows for
the inclusion of history effects in the material model. This allows for the linking of
relevant mechanical properties such as stress and strain to be coupled with key
microstructural and processing parameters such as particle size, orientation, and spacing;
interfacial strength and toughness; and texture.
The microstructure-property relationship modeling framework used here accounts
for stress-state-dependent damage evolution. The constitutive model of (Bammann et al.,
4

1984, 1989, 1990, 1993, 1995, 1996) contains internal state variables to account for the
motion of dislocations and the evolution of dislocation structures. These variables are a
critical part of the constitutive analysis and are discussed in this chapter. The equations
developed and used for this work were developed at the macroscale level for a cast
aluminum alloy and might require slight modification for different materials depending
on the pertinent deformation mechanisms. The pertinent equations in this model are
denoted by the rate of change of the observable and internal state variables. The rate
equations are presented in this chapter and the relationship to multiscale modeling is
briefly discussed. For more details about the equations, the reader can refer to
Horstemeyer et al. (1999; 2000; 2003). The equations used within the context of the finite
element method are the rate of change of the observable and internal state variables given
by

( )

o

⎛ φ& ⎞
⎟⎟σ
⎝1− φ ⎠

σ = λ (1 − φ )tr D e I + 2μ (1 − φ )D e − ⎜⎜

where

σ

and

o

σ

(2.1)

are the Cauchy stress and the co-rotational rate of the Cauchy stress,

respectively; φ is an ISV that represents the damage state with φ& representing its material
time derivative; λ and μ are the elastic Lame constants;

D

e

is the elastic deformation

tensor; and I is the second-order identity tensor. The underscore symbol indicates a
second rank tensor. The plastic deformation tensor or inelastic flow rule, D , is given by
p

the relationship
(2.2)

σ '− α − [R+Y (T )](1−φ )⎪⎪ σ '− α
⎬
⎪
⎪
V (T )(1−φ )
⎪
⎪ σ '− α

⎧
⎪

⎫

⎩

⎭

D p = f ⎛⎜⎝T ⎞⎟⎠sinh ⎪⎨
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where σ ' is the deviatoric part of stress tensor; T is temperature in Kelvin; α is the
kinematic hardening (an ISV reflecting the effect of anisotropic dislocation density); and
R is the isotropic hardening (an ISV reflecting the effect of global dislocation density).
The function V(T) determines the magnitude of rate-dependence on yielding; f(T)
determines when the rate-dependence affects initial yielding; and Y(T) is the rateindependent yield stress. Functions V(T), Y(T), and f(T) are related to yielding with
Arrhenius-type temperature dependence and are given as
⎛ −C 2 ⎞
⎜
⎟
T⎠

V (T ) = C1e⎝

⎛ −C 4
⎜

Y (T ) = C 3e⎝

(2.3a)

⎞
⎟
T⎠

(2.3b)

⎛−C 6 ⎞
⎜
⎟
T⎠

(2.3c)

f (T ) = C 5e⎝

where C1 through C6 are the yield stress related material parameters that are obtained
from isothermal compression tests with variations in temperature and strain rate.
o

The co-rotational rate of the kinematic hardening, α and the material time
derivative of isotropic hardening, R& are expressed in a hardening-recovery format as
o

⎪⎧

⎫⎪⎡ DCS ⎤z
⎡ 2
⎤
0
rd (T ) D p + rs (T )⎥ α α ⎬⎢
⎥⎦
⎣
DCS
3
⎪
⎣
⎦
⎭

α = ⎨h(T )D p − ⎢

(2.4)

⎧⎪
⎡ 2
⎤ 2 ⎫⎪⎡ DCS0 ⎤ z
p
p
&
R = ⎨ H (T )D − ⎢ Rd (T ) D + Rs (T )⎥ R ⎬⎢
⎥
⎪⎩
⎣ 3
⎦ ⎪⎭⎣ DCS ⎦

(2.5)

⎪⎩
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where DCS0, DCS, and z parameters capture the microstructure effect of grain size. The
dislocation populations and morphology within crystallographic materials exhibit two
types of recovery. In Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), rd (T ) and Rd (T ) are scalar functions of
temperature that describe dynamic recovery, rs (T ) and Rs (T ) are scalar functions that
describe thermal (static) recovery, whereas h(T ) and H (T ) represent anisotropic and
isotropic hardening modulus, respectively. These functions are calculated as
⎛
⎞
⎡
⎛ 4 J′2 ⎞
⎛ J ′ ⎞3/ 2 ⎤ ⎜−C 8 T ⎟⎠
rd (T ) = C 7⎢1+ C a ⎜⎜ − 33 ⎟⎟ − C b ⎜ 3 ⎟ ⎥e⎝
⎢
⎝ J ′2 ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎝ 27 J ′2 ⎠
⎣

(2.6a)

⎛
⎞
⎡
⎛ 4 J′2 ⎞
⎛ J ′ ⎞3/ 2 ⎤ ⎜−C14 T ⎟⎠
Rd (T ) = C13⎢1 + C a ⎜⎜ − 33 ⎟⎟ − C b ⎜ 3 ⎟ ⎥e⎝
⎢
⎝ J ′2 ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎝ 27 J ′2 ⎠
⎣

(2.6b)

rs (T ) = C11e

⎛−C12 ⎞
⎜
⎟
T⎠
⎝

Rs (T ) = C17e

(2.6c)

⎛ −C18 ⎞
⎟
⎜
T⎠
⎝

⎡
⎛4
h(T ) = C 9 ⎢1 + C a ⎜⎜ −
⎢
⎝ 27
⎣

(2.6d)
⎛ J ′ ⎞3/ 2 ⎤ ⎜−C 8 ⎟
J ′32 ⎞
⎟⎟ + C b ⎜ 3 ⎟ ⎥e⎝ T ⎠ − C10T
⎝ J ′2 ⎠ ⎥⎦
J ′23 ⎠
⎛

⎞

⎛
⎞
⎡
⎛ 4 J′2 ⎞
⎛ J ′ ⎞3/ 2 ⎤ ⎜−C 8 T ⎟⎠
H (T ) = C15 ⎢1+ C 22 ⎜⎜ − 33 ⎟⎟ + C b ⎜ 3 ⎟ ⎥e⎝
− C16T
⎢
⎝ J ′2 ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎝ 27 J ′2 ⎠
⎣

where J ′2 =

(2.6e)

(2.6f)

( )

3
2
1 ′
1 ′
σ − α , J 3′ = ⎛⎜ σ − α ⎞⎟ , C7 through C12 are the material plasticity
2
⎠
3⎝

parameters related to kinematic hardening and recovery terms, C13 through C18 are the
7

material plasticity parameters related to isotropic hardening and recovery terms, whereas
Ca and Cb are the material plasticity parameters related to dynamic recovery and
anisotropic hardening terms, respectively. Constants C1 through C18 are determined from
macroscale experiments at different temperatures and strain rates.
The damage variable, φ& represents the damage fraction of material within a
continuum element. The mechanical properties of a material depend upon the amount and
type of micro-defects within its structure. Damage growth is determined by the
accumulation of these micro-defects. The two components of damage progression
mechanism are void nucleation and growth from second phase particles and pores. In this
regard, the material time derivative of damage, φ& is expressed as

φ& = (φ&particles + φ&pores )c + (φ particles + φ pores )c&

(2.7)

where φ particles represents void growth from particle debonding and fracture; φ pores
represents void growth from pores; with φ&particles and φ&pores representing their respective
time derivatives; parameter c represents the void coalescence, or void interaction, that is
indicative of pore-pore and particle-pore interactions with c& as its time derivative. The
particle- and pore-based void growth rate and the void-coalescence rate equations are
given as

φ&particles = η&v + ηv&

(2.8a)
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φ&pores

⎡ 2⎛ 2V (T )
⎤
− 1⎞
⎡
⎤
⎢ ⎜⎝
Y (T ) ⎟⎠ σ H ⎥ p
1
=⎢
− (1 − φ pores )⎥ sinh ⎢
⎥D
m
V (T )
+ 1⎞⎟ σ vm ⎥
⎣⎢ (1 − φ pores )
⎦⎥
⎢ ⎛⎜ 2
Y (T ) ⎠
⎣⎝
⎦

DCS 0
⎞
c& = [Cd1 + Cd 2 (ηv& + η&v )]e (CCT T ) ⎛⎜
⎟
DCS
⎝
⎠

(2.8b)

z

(2.8c)

where v is the void growth; η is the void nucleation, whereas σ H and σ vm are the
hydrostatic and von Mises stresses, respectively. The parameters Cd1 and Cd2 are related
to first and second normalized nearest neighbor distance parameters, respectively, and
C CT

is the void-coalescence temperature dependent parameter. The void nucleation rate

and void growth rate are given as

η& = D

v& =

p

Ccoeff d
K IC f

1
1

2

3

⎡ ⎛ 4 J 2⎞
J
I
η ⎢a⎜⎜ − 3 3 ⎟⎟ + b 33 + c 1
J2
J2 2
⎢⎣ ⎝ 27 J 2 ⎠

⎛
3R0 ⎡
2 I1
⎢sinh ⎜ 3 (1 − m )
⎜
2(1 − m ) ⎢⎣
3 J2
⎝

where

C coeff

⎤ ⎛⎜ −CηT T ⎞⎟
⎠
⎥ e⎝
⎥⎦

⎞⎤ P
⎟⎥ D
⎟⎥
⎠⎦

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

is a material constant that scales the response as a function of initial

conditions; d is the particle size; KIC is the fracture toughness; f is the volume fraction of
second-phase particles; C

T

is the void nucleation temperature dependent parameter; I1,

J2, and J3 are the independent stress invariants; m void growth constant; R0 is the initial
void radius, whereas material constants a, b, and c are the void-nucleation constants that
are determined from different stress states (i.e., a is found from a torsion test, while b and
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c are determined from tension and compression tests, with all three having units of
stress).
The time integral form of Equation (2.7) is used as the damage state. Based on
this ISV model, material failure is assumed to occur when Equation (2.7) reaches unity
( φ → 1.0 ) within a finite element. For all practical purposes, material failure can be
assumed at a much smaller value (safe limit) of φ as the damage increases very rapidly to
1.0 shortly after φ reaches a small percentage. By including damage, φ as an ISV,
different forms of damage rules can be incorporated easily into the constitutive
framework. In summary, α, R, σ, c, v, and η in Equations. (2.1) through (2.9) represent
the ISVs in this microstructure-property relationship material model.
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CHAPTER III
ANISOTROPIC EFFECTS ON THE STRAIN RATE DEPENDENCE OF A
WROUGHT MAGNESIUM ALLOY

INTRODUCTION
The need for understanding the plastic deformation behavior of lightweight alloys
is of great interest to various industries. In particular, the high strain rate response of
these materials is of great importance to the automotive, aerospace, and defense related
industries especially as the need for lighter yet stronger vehicles continues to increase.
Because of their high strength-to-weight ratios, magnesium alloys in particular have the
potential to replace steel or aluminum components currently in use. AZ31B, also referred
to as Mg-3Al-1Zn, is a wrought alloy and has been proposed as a replacement for
structural steel and aluminum alloys.
Some work has been performed in providing understanding of the microstructural
characteristics and mechanical properties of magnesium alloys. However, the effect of
strain rate and the accompanying structure-property relationships for these materials have
not been comprehensively investigated. Since the applications in which components will
be subjected include impact loads, whether they are an automobile crash or a projectile
impact, understanding the behavior of the material to high strain rate loading is
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paramount. This study serves as a first step toward modeling the high rate structureproperty relations of AZ31B.
The previous work performed on magnesium and its alloys has largely focused on
the deformation mechanisms and the temperature and texture effects on the mechanical
response to quasi-static loading. For instance, the effect of the grain size on the
deformation characteristics was investigated, and it was found that the grain size affected
the shape of the characteristic “concave” flow stress curve, resulting from the effect of
twinning on slip, as well as the Hall-Petch slope (Barnett et al. 2004). The effect of
temperature has been observed for AZ31B such that the strain rate sensitivity increased
with an increased temperature as well as the onset of dynamic recrystallization at
approximately 200ºC (Agnew and Duygulu 2005). The role of texture on the mechanical
properties is also important as the flow stress and tensile elongation are highly dependent
on the loading conditions and crystal orientation (Kim and Kim 2004). Jain and Agnew
(2007) found that the yield strength in the rolling direction was insensitive to temperature
and linked the insensitivity to twinning.
Other work has focused on the effect of low and high strain rates on the flow
stress and the associated deformation mechanisms in cast and homogenized AZ31B
(Ishikawa et al. 2005a) where it was found that at strain rates below 10-1 /s, dislocation
creep by pipe diffusion was dominant at low temperatures while lattice diffusion
dominated high temperature deformation. At strain rates above 103 /s, dislocation glide
and twinning dominated the response. Hence, the compiled work of Barnett (Barnett et al.
2004), Agnew and Duygulu (2005), Kim and Kim (2004), and Ishikawa et al. (2005a)
provide a basis for understanding the effects of temperature, grain size, and texture on the
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mechanical response of AZ31B. Ishikawa et al (2005b) also studied the effect of
temperature and strain rate on magnesium alloy AZ91 and found that even at elevated
temperatures, high strain rate deformation proceeded by dislocation glide and twinning.
The effect of texture on the high strain rate response has not yet been fully quantified.
Mukai et al performed studies in which a refined grain structure for magnesium
alloys AZ31, ZK60 (Mukai et al. 2003) and pure magnesium (Mukai et al. 2001)
enhanced the tensile strength and ductility under dynamic loads. Modifying the texture
through equal-channel-angular-extrusion was found to further enhance the ductility of
alloys AZ31 and ZK60 (Mukai et al. 2003). Livescu et al (2006) studied the mechanical
response and texture evolution during the high strain rate deformation of pure magnesium
and alloy AZ31 and found that the stress-strain response in the rolling and transverse
directions were strain rate insensitive while the response in the normal direction was
highly strain rate dependent.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
To fully quantify the effect of the loading orientation and strain rate on the stressstrain behavior of AZ31B, compression tests at quasi-static and high strain rates were
performed in all three directions as indicated by Figure 3.1. All of the specimens were
tested to fracture. The specimens were obtained from an as-received 19.05 mm thick
plate in the H24 condition. Tests under quasi-static conditions were performed using an
Instron 5882 electromechanical machine under constant strain rate controlled at 10-3/s.
The high strain rate tests were conducted using a maraging steel Split Hopkinson
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Pressure Bar (SHPB) apparatus. The analysis of the high strain rate data was conducted
using the DAVID software package (Gary 2005).

Figure 3.1. Orientations of testing and miocrostructural analysis relative to the asreceived AZ31B plate.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 3.2 shows the results of tests performed at quasi-static (10-3/s) and high
strain rates (3400/s – 4300/s). The test results corresponded well to tests conducted by
Livescu et al (2006).
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When tested in the normal or short transverse direction, a strong rate dependence
on the yield strength was evident. The initial hardening rate at high strain rate was similar
to that at quasi-static rates, but the high strain rate specimen began to exhibit softening at
a strain of approximately 0.08 which continued until the specimen fractured at a strain of
approximately 0.18.
This constituted a significant increase in the strain-to-failure compared to the
quasi-static conditions and is likely due to thermal softening during the adiabatic
conditions of the high rate test. The effect of specimen geometry was studied as for
inertial effects by testing larger specimens both in length and diameter at the same strain
rates. The same increased strain to failure was observed eliminating the effect of inertia.
The onset of dynamic recrystallization was also considered as a source for the increased
strain-to-failure, but the metallographic analysis did not reveal any supporting evidence.
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Figure 3.2. Compressive stress–strain behavior of AZ31B-H24 showing the anisotropic
effects on the strain rate dependence.
To verify this increased strain-to-failure, statistical analyses of quasi-static and
high strain rate tests were performed. The mean strain-to-failure for six quasi-static tests
was 0.079 with a standard deviation of 0.0004. The mean strain-to-failure of seven high
rate tests was 0.16 with a standard deviation of 0.06. The results of two of the high rate
tests were further verified using a high speed camera to optically determine the strain at
fracture initiation. The fracture strain evident from the high speed images corresponded
to the failure initiation evident from the high rate data. Figure 3.3 shows six frames from
a compression test of AZ31B in the normal direction conducted at approximately 4000/s.
A crack indicating initial failure is evident in the fourth image. The third image indicates
a strain of approximately 0.2 at which point no crack is evident.
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Figure 3.3. High speed images captured during a compression test in the normal direction
at a strain rate of approximately 4000/s. Note the presence of a crack in the
final three frames. The third frame corresponds to a strain level of
approximately 0.2 which is a significant increase in strain-to-failure over
quasi-static tests.
The total energy absorbed during deformation is an important factor under impact
conditions. The AZ31B experimental results show that as the applied strain rate
increased, the energy absorption increased in the normal direction but remained the same
in the rolling and transverse directions. In the normal direction, the energy absorption
was 10.7 MJ/m3 at quasi-static rate and 34.1 MJ/m3at high rates. In the rolling direction,
the energy absorption was 21.9 MJ/m3 at quasi-static rate and 20.1 MJ/m3at high rates. In
the transverse direction, the energy absorption was 23.4 MJ/m3 at quasi-static rate and
25.9 MJ/m3 at high rate.
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Microstructural analysis was conducted on the specimens before and after each
test and image analysis (Williams and Carino 2007) was conducted to calculate the
particle size distribution, the particle nearest neighbor distance distribution, the aspect
ratio distribution, and the total particle area fraction. The number and percentage of
fractured particles was also determined. Each specimen was then etched so that grain size
and twin density analysis could be performed.
Figure 3.4 shows optical microscope images of the polished and etched
specimens. This particular specimen was oriented in the normal direction and tested in
quasi-static compression. Image 4a consists of a mosaic of sixteen smaller images so that
a representative area could be analyzed. The grain size, particle information, and twin
information were each averaged from a total of nine separately analyzed images. Tables 1
and 2 summarize the results of the particle and twin/grain size analysis, respectively.
The role of twinning in the deformation of AZ31B is vital in understanding the
mechanisms responsible for plasticity. In the quasi-static regime, the, flow stress curve
for the normal direction is convex reflecting deformation mostly accommodated by slip
along the basal and pyramidal planes similar to behavior reported for rolled magnesium
by Kelley and Hosford (1968), Agnew and Duygulu (2005), and Lou et al (2007) as well
as extruded magnesium as reported by Barnett (2004). Initial EBSD analysis showed a
strong basal dominated texture such that most of the grains are oriented unfavorably with
respect to the common tensile twin {1012} . This reduced activity of the tensile twin is
further evidenced by the reduced twin density measured for the normal direction when
compared to the rolling and transverse directions in Table 3.2.
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DISCUSSION
The flow stress curves for loading along the rolling and transverse directions
exhibit strong hardening behavior after an initial period of low strain hardening which
has been ascribed in the literature to the influence of the substantial fraction of tensile
twin on slip dislocation activity once slip overtakes twinning as the dominant plastic
deformation mechanism (Barnett et al. 2004, Jain and Agnew 2007, and Lou et al. 2007).
In the high strain rate tests, trends similar to the quasi-static tests were observed,
but the hardening degree was substantially increased for all loading orientations. For the
specimens tested in the normal direction, the yield stress, elongation to failure and
hardening rate increased dramatically. As suggested by Table 3.2, the increase of the
yield stress and hardening rate could be attributed to more enhanced tensile twin activity.
The increased activity was not significant enough to induce a sigmoidal curve, but may
have been large enough to induce a noticeable effect on the interaction between twinning
and slip dislocation activity. This phenomenon could increase the hardening rate by a
mechanism similar to that correlated to the post-twin hardening effect observed for the
rolling and transverse direction specimens.
The post twin-dominated hardening rate was significantly increased for both the
rolling and transverse directions, but moreso for the transverse direction. This more
pronounced increase in the transverse direction is further evidence of the effect of an
intensified twinning-slip interaction and texture induced twinning in the high strain rate
regime.
Table 3.1 shows that as the strain rate increased, the number density of fractured
particles increased. This trend was similar to that found by Dighe et al. (2000) for an
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aluminum alloy where fractured particles were quantified and related to the dominant
fracture mechanisms. These trends indicate that the dominant mechanism for failure was
void growth and coalescence. Decreasing strain-to-failure and increasing number density
of fractured particles with increasing strain rate would indicate crack-void nucleation as
the dominant mechanism. For more detailed discussions on the link between structural
properties and damage mechanisms, refer to the works by Dighe et al (2000),
Horstemeyer et al (2000), and Barbee et al (1972).
Table 3.2 summarizes the results from the twin and grain size examination. The
twin density increased as the applied strain rate increased. In addition, the nearest
neighbor distance of twins decreased as the strain rate increased. However, the twin
length did not change as a function of applied strain rate. This was also true of the grain
size. The observed correlation between the grain size and twin length suggests that the
twin length may be governed by grain size and may be insensitive to loading direction or
strain rate.
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A

B
Figure 3.4. Specimen images after quasi-static compression orientated in the normal
direction. Figure 3.4a shows after polishing and before etching to allow for the
characterization of the parameters related to the second-phase particles. Figure
3.4b shows the same specimen after etching with grain boundaries and
deformation twins evident. Note the variation in scale.
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Table 3.1. Results of the particle analysis (ND=normal direction, TD=transverse
direction, RD=rolling direction, QS=quasi-static test, HR=high rate test,
SD=standard deviation, NND=nearest neighbor distance).Orientations of
testing and miocrostructural analysis relative to the as-received AZ31B plate.
Particle Aspect
Particle Size

Particle NND

Fractured

Ratio

Particle Area
Particles/

Mean

Fraction (%)

Mean
SD

(μm)

SD

Mean

SD

2

mm

(μm)

ND Untested

5.6

3.6

29

17

1.9

0.94

0.96

2.2

ND QS Tested

6.4

4.2

29

17

1.8

0.78

1.40

4.3

ND HR Tested

5.1

2.6

13

6.8

1.8

0.64

3.90

9.3

TD Untested

6.8

4

19

9.4

1.7

0.55

3.80

3.7

TD QS Tested

8.2

7.1

25

15

1.7

0.87

3.20

4.3

TD HR Tested

4.4

3.8

17

14

1.9

0.95

1.32

8.4

RD Untested

5.6

2.4

25

17

1.9

0.83

0.85

4.2

RD QS Tested

3

3.2

17

15

1.9

0.94

0.80

5.0

RD HR Tested

3.7

5

20

19

2

1.1

1.10

8.4
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Table 3.2. Results of the twin and grain size analysis (ND=normal direction,
TD=transverse direction, RD=rolling direction, QS=quasi-static test, HR=high
rate test, NND=nearest neighbor distance).
Average
Twin Density

Normalized

Average Twin

Average Twin

(twins/100 μm )

Twin Density

Length (μm)

NND (μm)

Grain Size

2

(μm)
ND Untested

12.5

1.6

1

6.1

1.6

ND QS Tested

9.1

3.7

2.3

7.5

1.9

ND HR Tested

8.8

6.4

3.9

4.4

1.4

TD Untested

12.6

1.5

1

8.1

2.4

TD QS Tested

10.3

6.1

4.1

5.5

1.5

TD HR Tested

8.4

9.6

6.4

5.9

1.3

RD Untested

12.0

1.7

1

6.8

2.1

RD QS Tested

10.3

5.3

3.2

4.8

1.6

RD HR Tested

9.6

9.1

5.5

4.2

1.2

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions were observed:

1. Energy absorption increased with an increased strain rate in the normal direction
while the energy absorption in the rolling and transverse directions were within
the level of testing uncertainty.
2. The level of strain-to-failure increased as the strain rate increased in the normal
direction; however, the strain-to-failure slightly decreased in the rolling and
transverse directions as the strain rate increased.
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3. The twin density and fractured particle density increased as the strain rate
increased in all three orientations.
4. Based on increasing number density of fractured particles and increased strain-tofailure with increasing strain rate, void growth and coalescence are the dominant
fracture mechanisms.
5. The texture of the material played a significant role in the plastic deformation at
both quasi-static and high strain rates due to twin-slip interactions.
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CHAPTER IV
THE EFFECT OF VARYING STRAIN RATES AND STRESS STATES ON THE
PLASTICITY, DAMAGE, AND FRACTURE OF ALUMINUM

INTRODUCTION
Understanding material behavior and associated failure mechanics is pivotal in the
development of reliable and safe yet lightweight structural components for a myriad of
engineering applications. For lightweight design, aluminum alloys have been used
extensively for their stiffness and strength-to-weight ratios. The growing applications of
aluminum alloys in both the aerospace and automotive industries have brought great
challenges manifested in understanding material behavior from the quasi-static regime to
the high rate regime. In this study, we aim to quantify material behavior and associated
failure mechanics of three aluminum alloys commonly used in automotive, aerospace,
and defense applications from quasi-static to fairly high strain rates. In quantifying
material behavior and the associated damage progression and fracture, we focused on a
cast A356-T6 aluminum alloy, an extruded 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, and a rolled 5083H131 aluminum alloy. A theoretical modeling and experimental study showed the stress
state differences in the stress-strain behavior was real in Horstemeyer et al. (2000a) for
the A356 aluminum alloy. In this study, the stress level differences reach up to 30%
different depending on the strain level. To date, no study has been performed under
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tension, compression, and torsion at different strain rate levels according to the authors’
knowledge. As such, quantifying these effects and evaluating models to see if they can
capture this effect would be useful, if higher quality simulation-based design and analysis
were to be realized. Engineering applications of such behavior include any high strain
rate applications, such as crashworthiness, impact, penetration, or military scenarios.
One theoretical key to understanding the mechanical response of materials under
different stress state and strain rates is the damage evolution and fracture characteristics.
Garrison and Moody (1987) gave a general review of ductile fracture for many different
metal alloys with the trends being pertinent for aluminum. Essentially, ductile fracture
arises from damage nucleation stemming from particle fracture or particle/matrix
debonding (Goods and Brown, 1979), voids growing from these nucleation sites, and
voids coalescencing after their growth has initiated (Horstemeyer et al., 2000b,c, 2007).
The idea to describe material ductile failure due to nucleation, growth, and coalescences
has led to the appearance of many mathematical formulations. As mentioned earlier,
Horstemeyer and Gokhale (1999) developed a damage nucleation model that accounted
for the stress state dependence and applied it to aluminum alloy A356 aluminum alloy.
For aluminum alloys, Gokhale and co-workers have studied different nucleation damage
progression for different aluminum alloys under quasi-static loading conditions. Under
quasi-static loading, Dighe et al. (1998) found that as the temperature increased, the void
nucleation rate decreased for an A356 aluminum alloy. They concluded in Dighe et al.
(2000) that the A356 aluminum alloy does not have a significant strain rate dependence
on the damage nucleation and also quantified the stress state dependence of the damage
nucleation as tests were conducted under tension, compression, and torsion for an A356
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aluminum alloy (Dighe et al., 2002). One might think that since there was a clear
temperature dependence on the damage nucleation, that the applied strain rate would give
an inverse relationship due to dislocations and associated work hardening operating in
that fashion. However, for the high rate tests, the temperature is not isothermal due to
heat generation arising from plastic work. As such, clearly distinguishing the
temperature and strain rate effects apart from each other is difficult under these high rate
conditions. Balasundaram et al. (2002) quantified the damage nucleation of a 5086
aluminum alloy under compression, and Agarwal et al. (2002a) studied the damage
nucleation of a 6061-T6 aluminum alloy under compression. Agarwal et al. (2002b) also
studied the damage nucleation of a 6061-T6 aluminum alloy under tension and compared
the results with their compression data. These particular studies occurred under quasistatic strain rates, and no torsion was examined. A good review of quasi-static material
behavior for aluminum alloys can be found in Jordon (2007).
High rate compression tests have been previously performed on A356-T6 (Dighe et
al., 2000). For 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, Kapoor and Nemat-Nasser performed high
strain rate compression tests, and Lindholm et al (1971), Nicholas (1981), and Staab and
Gilat (1991) performed high strain rate tension tests. High strain rate torsion testing of
any of the alloys was not found in the literature; as such, the comparison of high strain
rate, stress state dependent stress-strain behavior is lacking in the literature. There is
precious little information on 5083-H131 aluminum alloy as well. Although several
studies have shown some strain rate dependence of aluminum alloys on the stress state
and work hardening, none have shown a systematic study on the varying strain rates with
varying stress states (compression, tension, and torsion) with different alloys. In our
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study, we conduct experiments and performed micro-structural analysis to quantify the
structure-property relationships and the associated damage nucleation for three ductile
aluminum alloys by examining the stress-strain behavior under different applied strain
rates and stress states. In this context, we employ the Horstemeyer and Gokhale (1999)
void-crack nucleation model to help provide a theoretical basis for our experimental
results.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Three different aluminum alloys were examined in this study: 5083 in the H131
condition, A356 in the T6 condition, and 6061 in the T6 condition. These three alloys
represent three different materials processing methods: the 5083-H131 was rolled, the
6061-T6 was extruded and then heat treated, and the A356-T6 was cast and heat treated.
Specimens from the 5083-H131 aluminum alloy were retrieved from the rolling
direction; specimens from the 6061-T6 aluminum alloy were retrieved from the extruded
direction. The 5083-H131 was heavily alloyed with magnesium and manganese. The
secondary particles composed of Al6(Fe,Mn) contribute to 1.1% of the total surface area.
These particles are an average of 4.1 microns in diameter and have an average nearest
neighbor distance of 20 microns as shown in Table 4.2. The 6061-T6 aluminum alloy is
heavily alloyed with magnesium as well but has more silicon than does the 5083-H131
aluminum alloy. The secondary particles consist of Mg2Si and AlFeSi and contribute less
than 1% of the total surface area. The 6061-T6 secondary particles averaged 1.3 microns
in diameter with an average nearest neighbor distance of 11.4 microns. Since 6061-T6 is
precipitate hardened many smaller particles in the size range of 50-200 nanometers were
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present. These particles were not visible on the optical micrographs but were observed at
the base of the small voids on the fracture surfaces. The A356-T6 aluminum alloy is most
heavily alloyed with silicon as shown in Table 4.1. These silicon rich particles
contributed 7.3% of the total surface area, much more than the particles in either the
5083-H131 or 6061-T6 aluminum alloys. The average particle size was slightly larger
than that of 5083-H131 aluminum alloy at 6 microns, but had a much smaller nearest
neighbor distance of 6.9 microns due to the increased number density.

Table 4.1. Chemical compositions of the three aluminum alloys.

Table 4.2. Particle size, nearest neighbor distance, aspect ratio, area fraction, and
fractured particle statistics for the as-received specimens.
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Figure 4.1. Optical microscope image of a 5083-H131 aluminum alloy in the as-received
condition with Al6(Fe,Mn) secondary particles evident. The rolling direction
is perpendicular to the image.

Figure 4.2. Optical microscope image of a 6061-T6 aluminum alloy specimen in the asreceived condition with Mg2Si and AlFeSi secondary particles evident. The
extrusion direction is perpendicular to the image.
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Figure 4.3. Optical microscope image of a cast A356-T6 aluminum alloy specimen in the
as-received condition with silicon particles evident.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
To quantify the stress-strain behavior under different stress states and applied strain
rates, different testing methods of ascertaining the data was warranted. The quasi-static
tension and compression tests were performed on an Instron electro-mechanical testing
machine. The torsion tests were performed using an MTS multi-axial servo-hydraulic
test system. The high rate testing was performed using various split Hopkinson bars
based on the work by Hopkinson (1904) and Kolsky (1949).
The high rate compression tests were carried out using a split Hopkinson pressure bar
(Kolsky) apparatus with the striker, incident, and transmitted bars all consisting of
maraging steel 12.5 mm in diameter. The high strain rate compression data was analyzed
using the DAVID software package (Gary, 2005). The specimens were generally not
tested to failure. Force equilibrium between the two faces of each specimen was
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validated using the software and good agreement was found. All strain rates were
calculated as the best linear correlation of a strain versus time plot from a strain level of
0.02 to the end of the data. The strain rate was then rounded to the nearest 100/s.
The high strain rate tension tests were performed using a direct tension Hopkinson
bar similar to that outlined by Staab and Gilat (1991). The tension bar uses a clamped
section of the incident bar to induce a tensile wave that is released by breaking a pin in
the clamp and the signals are measured at three locations, near the center of the incident
bar past the breaker pin, near the end of the incident bar and specimen, and just past the
specimen on the transmitted bar, instead of the traditional two locations for compression
tests. The analysis method was modified by including the effect of dispersion on the
tensile wave by incorporating the work of Bancroft (1941) similar to the method
employed by Zhao and Gary (1997) and Bussac et al. (2002). The waves are first
converted to the frequency domain using a Fast Fourier Transform and then shifted to the
proper locations for analysis using the DAVID software package. This allowed for the
advantages of using DAVID for analysis including the verification of force equilibrium,
which is especially important for tension, because of the small level of plasticity before
fracture initiation. All of the tension specimens were tested to failure and the strain rates
were calculated in the same manner as the compression tests.
The high strain torsion tests were performed using a torsional Hopkinson bar
developed after Gilat and Wu (1994). The torsion bar construction is similar to that of the
tension bar in that a clamped section of the incident bar is used to induce a shear wave
that is released when a breaker pin in the clamp is broken. The torsion test data were
analyzed in the same manner as laid out by Gilat and Wu (1994).
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All of the specimens were polished post-mortem and optical micrographs were taken
at magnifications of 500x-1000x, depending on the level needed to ascertain the relevant
damage characteristics. In particular, the damage nucleation progression (from particle
fracture and particle/matrix debonding) depended heavily on the particle size. The
number density of fractured and/or debonded particles was counted manually as a
significant number of sample images is warranted to obtain representative results. For the
tension and torsion specimens, fractured and debonded particles were counted, but for
compression specimens no debonded particles were present so all the results for
compression tests corresponded to fractured particles.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figures 4.4 - 4.6 show the stress-stain behavior of the 5083-H131, A356-T6, and
6061-T6 aluminum alloys from the different stress state and applied strain rate tests. For
consistency of results, the torsion test data were converted to effective stress and effective
strain for comparison with the tension and compression data. Table 4.3 summarizes the
stress state and strain rate effects on the flow stress at an effective strain level of 0.06. As
shown in Figures 4a and 4b for the 5083-H131 aluminum alloy, compression gave the
greatest work hardening and torsion incurred the lowest work hardening. As anticipated,
the stress state increased with an increased applied strain rate. The error bands signify
that the testing variation was small enough that these trends are true phenomena. The
A356-T6 aluminum alloy, as illustrated in Figures 5a and 5b, followed the same trend as
the 5083-H131 aluminum alloy in terms of the work hardening being greater for the
compression and lowest for torsion. Figures 6a and 6b show that for the 6061-T6
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aluminum alloy that the trends are very different. Although compression incurred the
greatest work hardening rate, tension, not torsion, incurred the lowest work hardening
rate. Also, Figures 6a and 6b show a similar trend as the 5083-H131 aluminum alloy in
that as the applied strain rate increased, the associated stress level increased. Table 4.3
summarizes the stress state and strain rate effects on the flow stress at an effective strain
level of 0.06.
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Figure 4.4a. Effective stress-strain curves of 5083-H131 aluminum alloy tested in the
rolling direction under varying stress states and strain rates showing effects
on the resulting plasticity. The error bars indicate the variation present among
three tests.
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Figure 4.4b. Stress-strain data of 5083-H131 under varying strain rates separated by
stress state.
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Figure 4.5a. Effective stress-strain curves of the A356-T6 aluminum alloy tested under
varying stress states and strain rates showing effects on the resulting
plasticity. The error bars indicate the variation present among three tests.
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Figure 4.5b. Stress-strain data of A356-T6 under varying strain rates separated by stress
state.
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Figure 4.6a. Effective stress-strain curves of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy tested in the rolling
direction under varying stress states and strain rates showing effects on the
resulting plasticity. The error bars indicate the variation present among three
tests.
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Figure 4.6b. Stress-strain data of 6061-T6 under varying strain rates separated by stress
state.
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Table 4.3. Comparison of flow stress at 6% effective strain and the resulting stress state
and strain rate effects for each of the alloys. Stress state effect is calculated as
the percent difference between the flow stress at the same strain rate but under
different stress states with tension as a benchmark. The strain rate difference is
calculated as the percent difference between the flow stress under the same
stress state but varying strain rates.

POST-MORTEM MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
After testing the specimens were polished perpendicular to the loading plane so that
microscopic imaging could be performed. Scanning electron microscope images were
taken from the tensile specimen fracture surfaces. Figures 7-9 show the fracture surfaces
for the different aluminum alloys in tension at different applied strain rates (0.0001/s and
~1000/s). The number density of fractured and debonded particles was quantified from
optical microscopic images of the polished surfaces, and the data was correlated to the
nucleation model developed by Horstemeyer and Gokhale (1999) as shown in Figures
10-12. The model parameters are given in the Discussion section. The number density of
voids on the tensile fracture surfaces were quantified, and the differences between the
quasi-static and high strain rates were tabulated as shown in Table 4. The areas analyzed
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were chosen as being the nearest to a flat surface. The voids were also categorized into
large and small voids with the differentiating size being the mean particle size for each
material. The minimum detectable void size differed among the alloys due to the
differences in magnification used for the analyses.

Figure 4.7. Fracture surfaces of 5083-H131 aluminum alloy under tension at two different
applied strain rates (a) 0.0001/s on the left and (b) ~1000/s on the right.

Figure 4.8. Fracture surfaces of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy under tension at two different
applied strain rates (a) 0.0001/s on the left and (b) ~1000/s on the right.
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Figure 4.9. Fracture surfaces of A356-T6 aluminum alloy under tension at two different
applied strain rates (a) 0.0001/s on the left and (b) ~1000/s on the right.

Figure 4.10. Void nucleation (number density) versus strain comparing the experimental
data and Horstemeyer-Gokhale model under varying stress states and strain
rates for 5083-H131 aluminum alloy.
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Figure 4.11. Void nucleation (number density) versus strain comparing the experimental
data and Horstemeyer-Gokhale model under varying stress states and strain
rates for 6061-T6 aluminum alloy.
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Figure 4.12. Void nucleation (number density) versus strain comparing the experimental
data and Horstemeyer-Gokhale model under varying stress states and strain
rates for A356 aluminum alloy.

Table 4.4. Void number density present on tensile fracture surfaces.
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DISCUSSION
Several clear trends can be observed from this complex set of data. First, the
stress state dependence of the void-crack nucleation is inversely tied together with the
associated work hardening rates. Therefore, as the void-crack nucleation rate decreased,
the work hardening rate increased relatively. For example, the void-crack nucleation for
tension was greater than compression, but the compression stress-strain behavior was
greater from compression than for tension.
A second trend as observed from Table 4.4 is that as the applied strain rate
increased, the number density of voids increased approximately 60% on the fractured
tensile specimen surfaces for all three materials. This indicates that the nucleated voids
had less time to grow at the higher strain rates and voids nucleated homogeneously
throughout the specimen because of higher local stresses.
A third trend related to the tensile fracture surfaces that was observed was related
to the different void-crack nucleation rates exhibited by the different materials. As
observed from Table 4.4, the 6061-T6 aluminum alloy showed more smaller voids on the
fracture surface arising from the precipitates than the larger particles as the strain rate
increased. 98% of the voids were smaller for the high rate specimens, while only 39% of
the voids were smaller for the low rate specimens. Although the void nucleation rate
increased for the smaller voids for the other two aluminum alloys, the total values were
much lower (59% to 35% for 5083-H131 and 63% to 58% for A356-T6). Clearly, the
precipitates played a very crucial role in the failure process of the 6061-T6 aluminum
alloy. Also related to this phenomena of two separate void nucleation rates arising from
the precipitates and second phase particles is the elongation to failure increased for the
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6061-T6 aluminum alloy but decreased for the 5083-H131 and A356-T6 aluminum alloys
as the strain rate increased. The 6061-T6 aluminum alloy had an elongation to failure of
12.9% for low rate but 18.5% for high rate; the A356-T6 aluminum alloy had an
elongation to failure of 6.4% for low rate but 5.7% for high rate; and the 5083-H131
aluminum alloy had an elongation to failure of 12.8% for low rate but 11.0% for high
rate. Essentially, when the larger micron scale particles are prevalent in nucleating voids,
the elongation to failure decreases as the applied strain rate increases. On the other hand,
when the smaller nanoscale precipitates are prevalent in nucleating voids, the elongation
to failure increases as the applied strain rate increases. Interestingly for torsion, the
nucleation rates were nearly strain rate independent for 5083-H131 and A356-T6 but
showed a decrease with increasing strain rate for 6061-T6. This is possibly related to the
precipitate influence on the local stress state for void nucleation as well.
Along with some clear trends, there are some rather confusing trends as well. For
example, for the A356-T6 and 5083-H131 aluminum alloys under compression showed
an increase in the void nucleation rate under quasi-static deformation when compared to
high rate deformation as shown in Figure 4.10. Although the uncertainty in the data might
indicate that no difference is really observed, the opposite trend was exhibited for tension
and torsion deformation cases. Finally, the highest void nucleation rates to the lowest
occurred in tension followed by torsion and compression for all three materials at all the
strain rates except the two compression just mentioned and the high rate torsion for the
A356-T6 and 6061-T6 aluminum alloys. These confusing trends might be caused by
effects arising from each material’s texture, grain size, cohesive properties of the particlematrix interfaces, and materials processing residual stresses.
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In order to use the data for design and/or analysis, finite element analysis
employing a constitutive model must be able to admit such data. Horstemeyer et al.
(2000) employed the Horstemeyer-Gokhale (1999) void nucleation model to capture such
behavior under quasi-static conditions for the A356 aluminum alloy. In the current study,
we applied the Horstemeyer-Gokhale void-crack nucleation model for the varying strain
rate data from the 5083-H131, 6061-T6, and A356-T6 aluminum alloys as illustrated in
Figures 10-12. The material model constants for the nucleation model are given in Table
4.5.

Table 4.5. Material constants for the void nucleation model.
5083-H131

6061-T6

High
Quasi-

A356-T6
High

QuasiStrain

Static

High
Quasi-

Strain
Static

Strain
Static

Rate

Rate

Rate

Ccoeff

3.75

3.75

7.25

7.25

90

90

a (GPa)

228

568

892

254

615

130

b (GPa)

41

80

235

84

586

118

c (GPa)

36

33.5

63

38

30

39

d (micron)

4.3

1.3

6

f (%)

1

0.85

7

KIC (MPa m1/2)

43

29

17.3
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SUMMARY
This study shows unprecedented experimental data revealing different flow stress
and fracture characteristics under different deformation paths (tension, compression, and
torsion).

This stress state difference for the plasticity and damage evolution is

exacerbated at different strain rates. Three different aluminum alloys (5083-H131, A356T6, and 6061-T6) that had been processed in three different manners (rolling, casting, and
extrusion respectively) were used to quantify the stress state differences under varying
strain rates. Microstructural analysis was performed that quantified the void nucleation
rates of three alloys as a function of stress state, strain rate, and strain level. Although all
three aluminum alloys experienced void nucleation, growth, and coalescence, the
extruded 6061-T6 was found to have increased necking at the higher strain rates in
tension and is likely due to its initially smaller particles (precipitates) and a lower void
growth rate. 5083-H131 exhibited a similar increased necking effect but to a much less
extent than 6061-T6, while A356-T6 showed no evidence for strain rate difference
necking. The nuances of the different strain rate and stress state effects were captured in
the Horstemeyer-Gokhale [1999] void/crack nucleation model.
Based on the evidence contained in this study, the following three conclusions can
justifiably be drawn:

1. The flow stress, damage, and fracture are quantifiably dependent on the applied
stress state and a lesser amount on the applied strain rate.
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2. The different aluminum alloys, which were processed differently, experienced
void nucleation, growth, and coalescence at differing rates due to the two level
void nucleation occurring at larger particles and smaller precipitates.
3. To accurately model the plasticity, damage, and fracture of these aluminum
alloys, one must consider the capability of the constitutive model in capturing
these stress state and strain rate differences.
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CHAPTER V
COMPARING TENSION AND TORSION HOPKINSON BAR EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS FROM DIFFERENT METHODS

INTRODUCTION
Understanding material behavior and associated failure mechanics is pivotal in the
development of reliable and safe yet lightweight structural components. Aluminum
components have been used extensively for their high strength and stiffness to weight
ratios. One theoretical key to understanding the mechanical response of materials under
different stress state and strain rates is the damage evolution and fracture characteristics.
Garrison and Moody (1987) gave a general review of ductile fracture for many different
metal alloys with the trends being pertinent for aluminum. Essentially, ductile fracture
arises from damage nucleation stemming from particle fracture or particle/matrix
debonding (Goods and Brown, 1979), voids growing from these nucleation sites, and
voids coalescencing after their growth has initiated (Horstemeyer et al., 2000b,c). The
idea to describe material ductile failure due to nucleation, growth, and coalescences has
led to the appearance of many mathematical formulations. As mentioned earlier,
Horstemeyer and Gokhale (1999) developed a damage nucleation model that accounted
for the stress state dependence and applied it to aluminum alloy A356 aluminum alloy.
For aluminum alloys, Gokhale and co-workers have studied different nucleation damage
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progression for different aluminum alloys under quasi-static loading conditions. Under
quasi-static loading, Dighe et al. (1998) found that as the temperature increased, the void
nucleation rate decreased for an A356 aluminum alloy. They concluded in Dighe et al.
(2000) that the A356 aluminum alloy does not have a significant strain rate dependence
on the damage nucleation and also quantified the stress state dependence of the damage
nucleation as tests were conducted under tension, compression, and torsion for an A356
aluminum alloy (Dighe et al., 2002). One might think that since there was a clear
temperature dependence on the damage nucleation, that the applied strain rate would give
an inverse relationship due to dislocations and associated work hardening operating in
that fashion. However, for the high rate tests, the temperature is not isothermal due to
heat generation arising from plastic work. As such, clearly distinguishing the
temperature and strain rate effects apart from each other is difficult under these high rate
conditions. A good review of quasi-static material behavior for aluminum alloys can be
found in Jordon (2007).
High strain rate testing has become increasingly more important as materials are
being selected for their high strain rate response. At these strain rates (100/s to 10000/s),
Hopkinson techniques are the preferred means of mechanical testing (Nemat-Nasser,
2000). The split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) apparatus, first introduced by Kolsky
(1949), operates by sending a pressure wave through the specimen; this pressure wave is
created by launching the striker bar at the incident bar. The pressure wave passes through
the incident bar and through the specimen which is held between the incident bar and the
transmitter bar. Variations of the SHPB apparatus have been created for tension and
torsion tests. (Al-Mousawi et al., 1997)
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With regard to aluminum alloys, Dighe et al. (2002) were the first to show the
experimental difference in the stress-strain response of an aluminum alloy under tension,
compression, and torsion at quasi-static strain rates, and Horstemeyer et al. (2000d)
modeled the associated stress-state dependence. At higher applied strain rates the stressstrain behavior under different stress-states also was significant for different aluminum
alloys (up to 25% different stress levels at a particular strain level) (Tucker et al., 2009).
However, in Tucker et al. (2009) the different experimental methods were not compared
and contrasted in obtaining the high strain rate tension and shear data.
In this study we conclusively show the capabilities and limitations of each method
by experimentally and numerically studying the mechanical response for aluminum alloy
6061-T6. In particular, specimens designed to induce tensile and torsional loading in a
traditional compression Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) are compared with those
results of direct tension and torsion specimens. Differences between stress and strain
levels are investigated and explained using previous stress-state dependent data. The
main contribution of this work is a comprehensive stress-state experimental and
numerical analysis under dynamic loading conditions including the effect of damage
under tensile loading.

HIGH STRAIN RATE TESTING TECHNIQUES
Because of the effect of the strain rate and stress-state on the plasticity and failure
of a material, high strain test data in compression, tension, and torsion/shear is paramount
to accurate material modeling (Tucker et al. 2009). High strain rate SHPB compression
testing is a commonly used and well established method. High strain rate tension and
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torsion/shear testing have been performed to a much less extent due to the inherent
complexities in producing tensile or shear loading waves. Instead, there has been a focus
on developing specimens with geometries that allow for tensile or torsional loading using
a compressive loading pulse from a traditional SHPB. Direct tensile (Staab and Gilat
1991) and torsion (Hartley et al. 1985, Gilat Pao 1988, and Gilat and Cheng 2000) SHPB
have been developed and used to successfully obtain high strain rate data. In this work,
we compare results for an aluminum alloy 6061-T6 in the extruded direction from a
recently developed tensile M-shaped specimen in a compression SHPB (Mohr and Gary
2007) and a commonly used shear hat specimen in a compression SHPB (Hartman 1981
and Meyer and Kruger 2000) to their direct tensile and torsion apparatus counterparts.
The M-shaped specimen (Figure 5.1) investigated here was designed by Mohr and
Gary (2007) and is used to induce a plane strain tensile stress state in the gage section
when tested in a compression SHPB. Mohr and Gary developed equations to extract
uniaxial stress and strain assuming force equilibrium between the top and bottom faces
and a uniform elastic stiffness for the specimen. Using simple equations, the force and
displacement measurements at each face, and assuming plane strain in the gage section,
the true and effective stress and strain can be obtained. The advantage of this design is
that the specimen can be positioned freely between the incident and transmitter bars
whereas conventional Hopkinson tensile techniques require the specimen to be gripped or
threaded, which can alter the test results (Gray, 2000). For this M-shaped specimen,
Mohr and Gary (2007) presented equations used to determine the tensile response in the
gage section using the force and deformation data taken from the incident bar and
transmitted bar.
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Mohr and Gary (2007) employed quasi-static three-dimensional and twodimensional dynamic finite element analyses but did not include the damage effects
leading to material failure. Upon their suggestion of performing three-dimensional finite
element simulations, we obliged to further validate and provide understanding of the Mshaped specimen multi-axial stress response.

Figure 5.1. M-shaped specimen geometry presented by Mohr and Gary (2007) used to
produce tensile loading in the gage section when remotely compressed. The
large arrows indicate compressive loading. The hatched areas indicate the
locations of the spacer blocks used to eliminate bending during testing.
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In addition to the M-shaped specimen, direct tensile testing was performed. The
tensile SHPB used was based on that developed by Staab and Gilat (1991). The specimen
geometry was modified to a miniature dogbone shaped specimen with a gage length of
5.0 mm and gage length of 2.0 mm. The grip section was 6.5 mm wide and 3.5 mm long
with a shoulder radius of 0.5 mm. The specimen was loaded via steel inserts machined to
match the geometry of the grip section of the specimen and then glued to the end of the
incident and transmitted bars. Three-dimensional finite element simulations were
employed to verify that the effects of the notched steel section on the tensile loading
wave were negligible. This specimen was proposed so that the required waiting period
between tests for the adhesive used by Staab and Gilat (1990) could be avoided. In
addition to the hat-shaped specimen, torsion data was obtained from a direct torsion
SHPB as developed and validated by Gilat and Cheng (2000).
Hartmann et al. (1981) and Meyer and Kruger (2000) presented a hat-shaped
specimen, shown in Figure 5.2, in which the gage section experiences shear dominated
deformation under compressive loading. To produce this specimen, a cylinder is partially
hollowed, and a groove is machined into the non-hollowed portion with only a small
band retained between the two portions. This hat-shaped design is advantageous because
a spacer ring may be placed in the groove to stop the experiment at a desired
deformation.
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Figure 5.2. Schematic of the hat-shaped specimen presented by Meyer and Kruger
(2000). This cross section is rotated about the cylindrical axis. This specimen
is used to produce shear loading in the gage section when compressed. The
large arrows indicate compressive loading.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
To quantify each specimen’s effectiveness in producing useful stress-strain data, the
M-shaped and hat-shaped specimens were tested in a traditional compressive SHPB
composed of 40 mm striker, incident, and transmitted bars of aluminum alloy 7075-T6.
Loading pulses were designed to produce true strain rates of approximately 1000/s for all
specimens. The strain rate is calculated using a linear curve fit of a true strain versus time
plot from a strain level of 0.02 to the end of the test data for all specimens.
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The direct tension tests were performed using a tension Hopkinson bar similar to that
outlined by Staab and Gilat (1991). The tension bar uses a clamped section of the
incident bar to induce a tensile wave that is released by breaking a pin in the clamp while
the signals are measured at three locations, near the center of the incident bar past the
breaker pin, near the end of the incident bar and specimen, and just past the specimen on
the transmitted bars; these locations area in contrast to the two traditional locations for
compression tests. The tension bars used are 12.7 mm in diameter and are made of
aluminum alloy 7075-T651. The analysis method was modified by including the effect of
dispersion on the tensile wave by incorporating the work of Bancroft (1941) similar to
the method employed by Zhao and Gary (1997) and Bussac et al. (2002). The waves are
first converted to the frequency domain using a Fast Fourier Transform and then shifted
to the proper locations for analysis using the DAVID software package. This allowed for
the advantages of using DAVID for analysis including the verification of force
equilibrium, which is especially important for tension, because of the small level of
plasticity before fracture initiation. All of the tension specimens were tested to failure.
The direct torsion tests were performed using a torsional Hopkinson bar developed
after Gilat and Pao (1988). The torsion bar construction is similar to that of the tension
bar in that a clamped section of the incident bar is used to induce a shear wave that is
released when a breaker pin in the clamp is broken. The torsion bars used are 19.05 mm
in diameter and are constructed of aluminum alloy 7075-T651. The torsion test data were
analyzed in the same manner as laid out by Gilat and Wu (1994). Failure was not studied
for the torsion or shear tests.
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THREE - DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS VALIDATION
To test the validity of the M-shaped, dogbone, and hat-shaped specimens at high
rates, three-dimensional explicit finite element calculations were performed. For each
specimen type, the finite element model was loaded as would be expected from the SHPB
apparatus at strain rates of approximately l000/s. The incident bar is modeled as a 10.6-kg
rigid plate and given an initial velocity; the transmitter bar is modeled as a 6.6-kg rigid
plate and given no initial velocity. Force and displacement results were recorded at the
ends of the specimens in the simulations so that the correction equations suggested by
Mohr and Gary (2007) and Meyer and Kruger (2000) for the M-shaped and hat-shaped
specimens respectively could be evaluated directly with experimental data. The stress and
strain was also recorded in the gage section of each specimen for a comparison between
the calculated stress and strain values from the correction equations. The calculations
were performed using ABAQUS/Explicit (Hibbit, Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc. 2003) for
the M-shaped and dogbone tensile specimens and LS-DYNA (Livermore Software
Technology Corporation 2003) for the hat-shaped specimen. The material model used for
each specimen, the aluminum alloy Al 6061-T6, was incorporated using the temperaturedependent and strain-rate-dependent plasticity model developed by Bammann (1990)
with the damage nucleation model developed by Horstemeyer et al. (1999); the material
constants were taken from Tucker et al. (2009) and are listed in Appendix A.
For the M-shaped specimen study, ABAQUS/Explicit version 6.8 was used. The
simulation consisted of a quarter model of the M-shaped specimen due to the symmetry
of the specimen. The M-shaped was modeled with a 0.5-mm gage width (a in Figure 5.1),
a 2.2 mm gage length (L in Figure 5.1), and a 28.3 mm specimen depth. A refinement
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study concluded that approximately 34,000 elements yielded a converged solution to the
given problem. A constant velocity of 3 m/s was applied to the top of the specimen
normal to the surface to yield an approximate strain rate of 1000-s in the gauge section.
The bottom of the specimen was held fixed in the direction normal to the face. This
simulates a rigid wall condition which is an adequate approximation for this study. The
spacers needed to restrict bending in the specimen were applied by fixing displacement of
the parts of specimen affected by the spacers. The simulation was allowed to run until
damage reached its maximum value of 0.99 in a single element which indicates failure.
The second simulation consists of a tension bar experiment where a dogbone
specimen is held by cylindrical grips. The tensile dogbone specimen was modeled with a
2.0 mm gage width, a 5.0 mm gage length, and 0.5 mm shoulder radii. The steel inserts
were modeled as deformable bodies to include the effect of the elastic deformation of the
inserts during loading. A refinement study concluded approximately 9000 elements
yielded the converged solution. This allowed for 3 elements through the half thickness of
the dogbone specimen. One end of the grips was loaded with a constant pressure of 8.2
MPa, while the displacement in the loading direction on the other end of the grips was
held fixed. This pressure was determined by experimental data from the analogous
tension bar experiment. The tangential contact interaction between the specimen and the
grips was modeled using a friction coefficient of 0.1. The friction coefficient was varied
between 0.1 and 0.5 with no appreciable difference evident. The simulation was allowed
to run until a single element achieved a damage value of 0.99 as with the M-shaped
simulation.
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The hat-shaped specimen was modeled with a 5.0 mm internal diameter (di in
Figure 5.2), a 4.8-mm external diameter (de in Figure 5.2), a 1.0 mm gage height, a 0.1
mm gage width, a 10.0 mm total diameter, and a 10.0 mm total height. Because this
specimen is symmetrical around the cylindrical axis, only a small piece needed to be
modeled; for easy boundary condition application, a quarter specimen was modeled.
Simulations were completed using an initial incident plate velocity of 300 mm/s, which
produced a 1000/s recorded shear strain rate.

RESULTS
In this section, we first describe the compression results, followed by the
torsion/shear experiments, and then followed by both types of tension results. Figure 5.3
shows the stress-strain behavior of the aluminum alloy 6061-T6 under compression at a
strain rate of 1000/s. The response is typical of aluminum under high strain rate
compression with a relatively linear hardening regime following yielding.
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Figure 5.3. Compression SHPB stress-strain behavior of aluminum alloy 6061-T6 at a
strain rate of 1000/s.
To quantify the torsion/shear behavior of the aluminum alloy 6061-T6, the shear
stress and uniaxial stress are shown in Figure 5.4 for the hat-shaped specimen (shear
under SHPB compression). In order to compare the torsion and shear results, an
assumption relating torsion and simple shear is warranted. In particular, if one assumes
that the curvature related to the torsional circumferential normal strain is negligible, then
the stress response in simple shear and torsion is identical from a continuum perspective.
In the case of the hat-shaped shear specimen, the shear stress reached a level of 241.2
MPa at 6% plastic strain. The gage section showed a dominant shear stress state as
expected with some minor compression stresses characteristic of fixed-end simple shear.
However, larger uniaxial stresses arose but were was largely confined to the non-gage
section of the specimen.
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Figure 5.4. Stress contour plots of the hat-shaped specimen (shear under SHPB
compression) showing the (a) shear stress and (b) uniaxial stress at a plastic
shear strain level of 6%. Stress units are in MPa.
To investigate the specimen’s results, the recorded shear stress and strain in the
gage section were compared with the calculations proposed by Meyer and Kruger (2000)
using the force and displacements of the specimen ends. The results of the hat-shaped
specimen showed that the recorded shear stresses agreed well because all of the
compressive forces were balanced in the shear zone. However, the shear strains did not
agree; this discrepancy occurred because the compression of the non-gage sections was
not considered. To correct for this, the stiffness of the non-gage sections was then used to
account for the non-gage deformation. The non-gage stiffness of the specimen was
determined by a static finite element calculation, in which the gage section was removed
and replaced by rigid boundary conditions. A 700-N applied load resulted in a 0.022368

mm compression; so the stiffness of the specimen’s non-gage portions was 31.45 kN/mm
for the quarter model, or 125.79 kN/mm for the whole specimen. For this geometry and a
0.33 Poisson’s ratio, the stiffness of the non-gage sections is the modulus of elasticity
times 1.8214 mm. The following shear strain equation was derived, assuming only simple
shear deformation in the gage section:

ΔH −
γ=

F
K

w

(5.1)

where ΔH is the specimen’s height change, F is the compressive force, and w is the gage
width. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of the torsion/shear data obtained from the direct
torsion experiment and shear-hat specimen experiment and simulation. The shear-hat
experiment and simulation use Equation 1 to correct the shear strain.
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Figure 5.5. Shear stress-strain results of aluminum alloy 6061-T6 for the direct torsion
experiment and hat-shaped specimen experiment and simulation showing
good agreement between both shear stress and strain after correcting for the
compression in the non-gage section.
For tension two different methods were employed as described earlier. The
dogbone tensile specimen tested under the direct tension SHPB was found to be under
nearly uniform uniaxial tension during the entirety of the test. Figure 5.6 shows the stress
triaxiality in the specimen at 3% effective plastic strain and at the onset of localization.
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B

A

Figure 5.6. Stress triaxiality (SDV12) in the gage section of the direct tension SHPB
dogbone specimen (a) at 3% effective plastic strain and (b) at the onset of
localization showing nearly a uniform uniaxial tensile stress state (triaxiality =
0.33).
The stress distribution found in the M-shaped specimen (tension under SHPB
compression) was influenced by the bending forces. From bending effects, the uniaxial
stress was greatest in the top-left and bottom-right corners of the gage section when
viewed from the front of the specimen as shown in Figure 5.1. As the specimen
experienced higher levels of deformation, this bending was subsumed by a greater
uniaxial tensile force. As deformation further increased, a fairly uniform stress field
representing plane tensile strain conditions was achieved soon after yielding as shown
below in Figure 5.7, which shows the stress triaxiality, defined as the hydrostatic stress
divided by the von Mises stress, at 3% effective plastic strain and at localization,
respectively. The triaxiality in the major part of the section with also a more uniform
stress state was approximately 0.66. A narrow section on the front face with a width of
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less than 6 mm was under uniaxial tension, reinforcing the findings of Mohr and Gary
(2007).

plane strain tension

uniaxial tension

B

A

Figure 5.7. Stress triaxiality (SDV12) in the gage section of the M-shaped specimen (a) at
3% effective plastic strain and (b) at the onset of damage localization showing
nearly uniform tensile plane strain stress state.
To investigate the M-shaped specimen results, the recorded uniaxial stress and
strain in the gage section were compared with calculations by Mohr and Gary (2007)
(Equations 2-7) used to account for the compressive deformation in the gage section and
the results from the uniaxial dogbone specimen. For these calculations, the specimen
stiffness, K, was determined by a static finite element calculation, where a 0.015-mm
compressive displacement was applied. The calculated reaction force and subsequent
stiffness were 642 N and 42.8 kN/mm, respectively. Since this value is material
dependent, these constants must be determined for each material being tested. Stress and
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plastic strain were recorded in the middle of the gage section on the back symmetrical
plane of the quarter model which corresponds to the midway point of the gage section of
the full specimen. The force and displacement of the specimen ends were recorded and
used in the following calculations proposed by Mohr and Gary (2007).

Σ.yy( t ) =

F( t )
A.o

(5.2)

where Σyy is the nominal stress along the gage section, F is the force measured at the
transmitted bar-specimen interface, and Ao is the total initial cross sectional area of the
gage section of the specimen.

Eyyp ( t )

u ( t)
leff

−

(5.3)

F( t )
K ⋅ leff

where Eyyp is the nominal plastic strain, u is the difference in the displacement measured
at the incident bar-specimen interface and transmitted bar-specimen interface, leff is the
gage length, and K is the stiffness of the specimen previously described.

σyy

(1 + Eyyp )⋅ Σ yy

(5.4)

where σyy is the true uniaxial stress.

ε yyp

(

ln 1 + Eyyp

)

(5.5)

where εyyp is the true plastic strain.
The equivalent plastic strain and von Mises stress, assuming transverse plane strain
conditions become:
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ε eff ( t)

σeff ( t)

(5.6)

2
3

3
2

⋅ ε yyp ( t)

⋅ σyy ( t)

(5.7)

Comparing the data obtained from experimental results with the M-shaped
specimens and applying the associated calculations described above allows for a direct
comparison to uniaxial tensile data obtained using the direct tension dogbone specimen.
The associated stress values were lower than those recorded in the specimen, arising from
the more complex stress state in the gage section during the initial plastic loading of the
M-shaped specimen. The M-shaped specimen also showed a lower elongation to failure
than the dogbone specimen due to a higher stress triaxiality value which increases the
damage rate. This elongation to failure difference was verified using measurements taken
in a scanning electron microscope. Figure 5.8 shows the true stress-strain and effective
stress-effective strain results of the dogbone direct tensile specimen and the M-shaped
plane strain tensile specimen with the simulation results of each.
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a

b

Figure 5.8. Stress-strain comparison for aluminum alloy 6061-T6 from dogbone direct
tension specimen and M-shaped plane strain tension specimen test data and
simulations with true stress-strain on the left (a) and effective stress-strain on
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the right (b). The initial uniaxial stress in the M-shaped specimen was higher
than the direct dogbone specimen due to a more complex stress state in the
initial stages of loading. The difference in the elongation to failure is due to
the triaxiality differences in the gage sections of the specimens.

DISCUSSION
Each of the proposed specimens can give valuable insight to the behavior of a
material under varying stress states. The complexities of the testing methods and
resulting stress states must be taken into account when analyzing or comparing data
however. This is especially true if accurate modeling of the failure and fracture of a
material is desired. The shear hat specimen was found to give very accurate results
compared to a direct torsion specimen for both shear stress and strain to a plastic shear
strain of approximately 30% once a correction factor was employed.
The M-shaped specimen was found to slightly over-estimate stress due to a
complex stress state during initial plasticity. The onset of failure was also found to be
underestimated due to higher stress triaxiality in the gage section of the specimen which
leads to a higher damage evolution rate. To further investigate the effect of the stress state
on the fracture of the M-shaped and dogbone specimens, the true strain tensors were
compared at four strain levels: the onset of plasticity, 3% effective plastic strain, the onset
of localization, and failure. The results were used to construct a forming limit diagram
after the work of Horstemeyer (2000a). The forming limit diagram reinforced the earlier
simulation results in that the dogbone specimen was found to be under nearly uniaxial
tensile stress and a majority of the M-shaped specimen was under plane strain tensile
conditions with the front face experiencing nearly uniaxial tension. Figure 5.9 shows the
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forming limit diagram constructed with the test data. In the diagram, the major strain is
plotted against the minor strain and the values where localization and failure occur in
various loading scenarios are plotted. In this case, the strain tensors at two locations in
the dogbone specimen: near the shoulder and the middle of the gage section, and three
locations on the M-shaped specimen: the middle of the front face, the middle of the rear
symmetric face, and the midpoint between the two, were used. Since the simulation
ended when one element reached a damage level of 0.99, only that element location was
used to calculate the localization and failure strain levels. These locations were the
middle of the dogbone specimen and the midpoint of the gage section of the M-shaped
specimen.
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failure strain

localization strain

Figure 5.9. Forming limit diagram of aluminum alloy 6061-T6 showing various strain
states and the results of the simulations of the M-shaped plane strain and
dogbone uniaxial tension test. The y-axis represents major strain component
and the x-axis represents the minor strain component. The thin lines represent
common deformation modes in strain space and the thicker lines represent the
data collected from the finite element analysis at the locations indicated. The
dashed lines indicate limits for localization and failure as calculated from the
finite element analysis. Only the locations at which failure occurred was used
to calculate the failure and localization strain levels. The major strain of the
dogbone specimen at failure is higher than that of the M-shaped specimen as
the testing results exhibited. The arrow endpoints represent the maximum
strain level attained during the simulation.
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The results of all five experiments performed in this study are shown in Figure
5.10. Significant effects from the stress state on the plasticity and failure of the material
are evident.

Figure 5.10. Results of each of the experimental methods investigated in this work
showing significant stress state effects on the plasticity and failure of
aluminum alloy 6061-T6 at true strain rates of ~1000/s and ambient
temperature.

The results from a high strain rate compression test (Tucker et al. 2009), the Mshaped plane strain tension test, and the hat-shaped shear test using the same SHPB setup
are shown in Figure 5.11. The M-shaped and hat-shaped specimen results were calculated
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based on the work by Mohr and Gary (2007) and Meyer and Kruger (2000) respectively.
The data shows that the stress state has a significant effect on the plasticity, damage, and
failure of the material. A material model capable of capturing the stress state and strain
rate dependence of a material is critical for accurately predicting the effects of dynamic
events.
Both the hat-shaped shear specimen and the M-shaped plane strain tension
specimen performed well in predicting flow stress and plasticity to the point of
localization. Since damage is dependent not only on stress state, but also the
microstructural features of a material, the behavior of a material under plane strain
conditions is not sufficient for predicting damage localization and failure. Any correction
factors beyond that recommended by Mohr and Gary (2007) would be valid only for the
specific material being tested. The data obtained from plane strain tension tests can
certainly provide valuable insight to the behavior of a material by isolating the effect of
the stress state in its damage and failure characteristics given that uniaxial tensile data is
previously available. A new tensile specimen design was presented as a way to alleviate
some of the problems inherent in gripping specimens and was found to produce a nearly
uniaxial stress state in the gage section from the onset of yielding to damage localization.
The complexities related to generating a tensile loading pulse and determining the
behavior of the stress wave at the specimen-bar interface are still present however,
making the testing procedure and data analysis more complicated than a traditional SHPB
compression test.
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Figure 5.11. Comparison of test data obtained from three tests in the same SHPB
apparatus of different geometries designed to induce compressive, plane
strain tensile, and shear stress states at true strain rates

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of this study, it was determined that the hat-shaped shear
specimen was an adequate substitute for a direct torsion test using the equations provided
by Meyer and Kruger (2000) since the gage section undergoes nearly uniform shear stress
to a plastic shear strain level of approximately 30%. The dogbone specimen was found to
produce a uniaxial tensile stress state in the gage section to the point of damage
localization. The M-shaped specimen was found to produce a transverse plane strain
stress state in a majority of the gage section to the onset of localization.
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The transverse plane strain condition present in the M-shaped specimen provides
an excellent method for model validation and a deeper understanding of the effect of the
stress state on the damage evolution and failure characteristics. Accurate uniaxial tensile
data is still necessary to truly capture the effects of the stress state, strain rate, and
microstructural features on the plasticity, damage, and failure on a material. If, however,
a simpler modeling technique not so concerned with damage and failure is adequate, the
hat-shaped shear and M-shaped plane strain specimens can provide reliable results using
a traditional SHPB in compression. The ultimate decision must be based on the level of
fidelity required for a given project.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

SUMMARY
A methodology in which the microstructure-property relationships of a material
pertaining to stress state and strain rate dependence has been developed. A variety of
materials formed using different methods were included in the study to determine its
robustness. An internal state variable model was implemented to capture the effects of the
various microstructural features and loading histories and was validated by predicting and
explaining the onset of damage localization and failure in a transverse plane strain
tension specimen under high strain rate loading. The study showed the importance of
high fidelity experimentation and modeling techniques necessary to accurately predict the
response of a component to complex dynamic loading.
A wrought magnesium alloy was tested under compression at varying strain rates
and loading orientations. The effect of the deformation mechanisms active in each
orientation was explained and pertinent microstructural properties were documented.
Three different aluminum alloys were tested under varying strain rates in tension, torsion,
and compression and the resulting effects on the microstrutural evolution were quantified
and implemented into the internal state variable damage model. The effect of particle
sizes on the failure mechanism was studied and conclusions were drawn and validated via
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microscopic and image analysis methods. The resulting material modeling constants were
then used to compare the results of techniques for acquiring tension and torsion/shear
high strain rate data. The limitations of the methods were discussed and the importance of
accurate experimental and modeling methods were again highlighted. A mixture of
experimental and modeling results were used to reveal the damage mechanisms
responsible for the plasticity, damage, and failure under varying loading scenarios.

FUTURE WORK
Significant experimental and modeling progress must be made in the
understanding of the anisotropic effects on textured magnesium alloys especially. The
complexities involved in modeling the loading orientation dependencies on active
deformation mechanisms is a significant hurdle to overcome and will require carefully
planned experimental work designed to accurately follow the evolution of twinning as a
function of strain rate, stress state, and temperature. A model must also be developed that
is capable of capturing the microstructural history changes related to twinning as well. A
study of the stress state dependence of AZ31 similar to that performed on the aluminum
alloys in Chapter IV would offer significant insight into the role of the deformation
mechanisms under varying conditions. Furthermore, the effect of the adiabatic heating on
the mechanical response of AZ31 should be studied in more detail to shed light on the
thermodynamics involved in twinning dominated deformation.
The work presented here shows that a systematic approach of various stress-strain
testing coupled with microstructural observations of the materials investigated are
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capable of providing the information needed to accurately predict the behavior of
components subjected to complex loading conditions. The method should be expanded to
determine its viability for a wider variety of materials including polymers and biological
specimens. There is still much room for improvement in the standardization of these
techniques though and more novel materials will inevitably complicate the task. A
detailed investigation into the uncertainty of each of the testing methods is certainly
warranted. Standard designs for high strain rate specimens could significantly help in
improving repeatability of tests. A standard method for quantifying pertinent
microstructural features would also help to remove the inherent subjectivity currently
present.
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APPENDIX
ISV MODEL CONSTANTS FOR 6061-T6 ALUMINUM ALLOY
IN THE EXTRUDED DIRECTION
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Table A.1. Microstructure-property (elastic-plastic) model constants for 6061-T6
aluminum alloy tested in the extruded direction.
6061-T6
Constants for J/B formulas
for G and K

Specifies the yield stress

Kinematic hardening and
recovery terms

Isotropic hardening and
recovery terms

Hardening & recovery cons.
Temperature

Constants
G (MPa)
a
Bulk (MPa)
b
melt temp (K)
C1 (MPa)
C2 (K)
C3 (MPa)
C4 (K)
C5 (1/MPa)
C6 (K)
C7 (1/MPa)
C8 (K)
C9 (MPa)
C10 (K)
C11 (sec/MPa)
C12 (K)
C13 (1/MPa)
C14 (K)
C15 (MPa)
C16 (K)
C17 (sec/MPa)
C18 (K)
Ca
Cb
init.temp (K)
heat gen. Coeff.
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Value
25900
0
67500
0
855.13
3.157
0
276
0
0.005
0
0.693
0
739.5
0
0
0
0.95
0
539.3
12
0
0
567.441
-0.21
298
0.372024

Table A.2. Microstructure-property (damage) model constants for 6061-T6 aluminum
alloy tested in the extruded direction.

McClintock Void Growth
(primary)
Nucleation (primary)

Coalescence

CA pore growth
Nucleation
Coalescence
Yield strength Adjustment
terms

Constants
void growth exp
init. Rad. (mm)
a
b
c
nuc coeff
fract. Toughness MPa(m1/2)
part. Size (mm)
part. Vol fract.
cd1
cd2
cd3
dcs0 (mm)
dcs (mm)
dcs exp. Zz
init. Void vol. Fract.
nuc. Temp. depend.
coal. Temp. depend

Value
0.3
0.001
892
235
63
7.25
29
0.0013
0.0085
0.1
0
0
30
300
0
0.00001
0
0

c19
c20

0.0119
-9.9
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